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A theory ~,f Boolean ~alued models for generalized quanliliels i:. dexelopcd ~ilh a ~pccial 
emphasis on he  Hfirtig-quantilier. As an application a Boolean exicnsion is obt;dned in xxhich 
the decision problem of the H~irlig-quantilim is ..~. 
lntroductie n 
Second-c, rder logic L n (with quantif ication over setsl is reputedly lacking model  
theoretic re ;ults. Th is  situation had led to a search for wel l -behaved axiomatizablc 
f ragments  of L n, and indeed, many  such interest ing f ragments  have been found  
(see e.g. [8_' and [13]L The purpose of the present  paper  is to investigate those 
f ragments  o>: L n which fall well outs ide the category of these nice axiomat izable 
f ragments.  
The simplest non-ax iomat izable  ogic is LQ~,. where 
O.;A(x)<---~{aIAIo}} is in fn i te .  
There is, ho'vevcr,  a straightforxvard h~tinitary formal system for l.O,+. E\cn  the 
much strong,:r logic I .W.v .here  
Wx,:Atx. y)<--~ {~a. l ' l i  .411~. hi} wel l -orders its field. 
permits a syntactical characler izat ion of validity ~sce [5]k No such results are 
known for LI. where 
lxy/dxIB(y~ "~+ card{t~ i A{a~} = caldII, ] B(bl}. 
This  is tile Hiirtig-quantifier and is also denoted  by O~. Ill the unix'erse of 
construct ible sets LI is as powerful as L u itself, but there are models of set 
* The paper is based on a part of the author's Ph.D.-lhesis a~ Manche:.tcr t.J~fi'.er:,it). P-)77, The 
author wishes tc e~press here his gratitude to his stlpervisor. P. H. G. Aczel. for the help mtd 
encotlragenteill g'~.'ell during lhc preparation of the thesis, The ll,,esis and paper x~crc prepared v, hil¢ 
the aulhor was ti:lancially supporled b*, (.)sk. I:llltlltllC]l l~'olmdat!on. 
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ti~corv in which 1.1 is mucl'~ \ \ taker  than I u The following tliaTram illustrates the 
increase of co lnplcd l )  of lhc decision problenl li.c, lhc set of valid sentences) 
whcll vc  pass from the simplest llon-axionl.:lllzabic logic LO~ to L u: 
Logic l)¢ci',;on problcn~ 
I,O,, ¢ompl :ic II~i 
I IA compklc I1{ 
I I  complc ;~ '  I Id ( 'd l  i iot  x_. ~. t I If { 
I il COll lplC e II,  i101 --X ','l'. ill, ~I' (ti 
\vhcrc I IdCd) means I1~ with respect o tile predicate "'x is a cardiual", The nlain 
rcstlli of Section 3 o1 lt'lis paper is the following (( 'orol lar\  3,2.31: 
Theorem, The.  > ix a /Jo~/¢(in exWnxion ot L in which 
tit "171c decis ion I~robh',n of 1..I is - l  i<. 
(ii l Eccrv x(l l ixf i i lb l¢ L l ' -S¢ l lh ' l lcc  is .satisfiable i~l the (Ionl(lin 2 <',, 
l i i i i  ,~,lt.irtin's (lXi(nn holds. 
Moreover.  \~c Cilil have GCH inslcad of (iil. If ~ve start x~iti~ l_[0#], the decision 
problem of LI will bca  nt n-constructiblc k~-sct in the cxlcnsion. 
To pro \c  lhis and similar definability Ic.~ulls \re develop a theory of Boolean 
alucd models for gencraliz&t quantifiers. 
Th,: author is grateful to die referee for pointing out 111:.1115' inaccuracies in lhe 
malluscript as wcll as a mislakc in the formulal ion aud proof of 1.emma 2.1.9. 
,t, Notation 
A /angm~gc i.~ a set of prc¢ficme s3mbols. If L is a kmguagc, an L-slruclm'e. or 
tit l .-model, is an ordered pmr '2| = (A,  (R'~q~ ,,) \xhcrc A is a .~et and for R ~ 1, 
I, '~'~ is a relation on A of tl~¢ appropriate k ind  When there is no danger of 
c,mfusion, we write just R for R ''t. Let Sir I be the class of all I.-~tt'uutt+rc~. If O i~ 
a general ized qualltificr, tilt" semantics of l .O is dcl incd ;~,, in 17l. 
Lcl I.* be a logic of lhc forlll l.O. or L II. A class of Inodds i <. 1. -dcfinahh' if it 
is l i lt class of models of an / :*-sentence. If 'Jl is an l.-slrtlclurc I. [ ~ rind [ '  is -it 
ui!:.lrv predicate symbol in L -  1_. such thai L I"~ - 0. then lhc /.,>-redmt o1' ~l 
re'iltiri:ed io U is the L. -struciure (U ''~, (R'IR i~,) ~l~ere R'= R*tN(U'~)" for 
R ~,~ go,, iN ir-ary), We say ttlat a class K is x_'ll~i-defin(Ibh' if tiacrc arc 1 .  L,,. 
I; { I. Iq~ atld :.Ill If'~-scllleilcc ¢ Stlch thtil K is tac class of I o--rcdltcts of models 
of ¢ rclalivizcd Io [L  A clas,~ K is ..l(l.*>defimtbh" if K and Sir I - - -K  are 
lioo/¢{ul t'alttc(I nnldels ¢ln,/Rencr(l/izcd ql~m~tifie~'~ lg5 
}'t l,,*bdelhl:.tble. ,~4 l )  ~:) can be \'icwed as a logic, and in particular as l i l t  snialtcst 
extension of L*  which saiistlcs the Sousl in-Kleenc-hltcrpohit ion theorem: c\ err  
.~tl . . ' i -dclhmblc class is L ' - t tc l l imble.  If there is an c i te\ l ive embedding of L*  
into _ l iL+l ,  lhen the decision problem of L*  can be ,educed Io that of L ". 
Ano lher  uscful preservation properly of the ../-ope,alion ix the fol lowing: The 
L i Jwenhe i l t l  tlllltll'~cl" telL"9'} Of a logic L':  ix the least cardinal tc such thai if ¢ e L*  
has  a n lodct ,  ihcl l  ¢ has  :.1 !node! of cardi l la l i ly ~ x, Fi le logics I .* and ..~ { 1.:!:) has c 
akv:,tys the same 1,6wenheinl ntlllll'~cr. FOl more dclails about the -~-operation see 
I<H a.d l iSl, 
~'Vc tlSC '{lie nolaliOll  .i for a soqtlc i /cc '( v I . . . . . .  \ ,  ). :#l A i is the  power  set of A. 
It is f( I J t ,  
( icrfr lai l  I,cllcr~ '.ll, ~ . . . . .  x ll~. ~7 . . . .  arc uscd  to dcr lo ic  first o rder  s t ruc tures  and 
the respect ive  italic I cucrs  A.  l:l . . . . .  At. aN,' . . . .  to denote  their  domains .  The  
card!nat! l \  or" a set x is denoted  b~ ix!. If ~.ll~ is a s t ruc iurc  xvc use i~,P,.'! Io dcnotc  the 
c;u'dhl;Jliiy of lhc domain of ~ti{. The s\ nlbol --t I is used to dcnolc I-. I reducibil ity 
bcl'~\ccn scl,, fit" inll.'g{.'i',,. 
1, Examples o| expressive power 
The  logic 1.1 is a g~od example  of  a logic which has cons idcrab lc  implicit 
ht rcng lh  bu! \e r \  little explicit cxprcsh ixc  po \ \c r .  Thc  fai lure of Beth 's  theorem 
pre \cn ls  us f rom cxpk~il ing the implici! s t rength  in expl icit  teln1\.  Auo ihcr  \ \a \ '  o i  
>P<,iug lhe ",drne thin,__, is: . ] tL I )  is a power fu l  logic as compared  wilh the ral , lcr  
v, cak  I.I. 
We shall nlosi l \  con \ \ s t ra i t  on A l l . I t  cited ignolc the nl~ill\ ntiltlr;ll prob \ms 
rchtlcd 1o dclhmbili i~ ill IJ...'ks i rk  ial cxp, ntplcs of scntcnccs of LI, considcr the 
fol lot\hlg I lakcn from I.~1 and [20it: 
V,xiAixl -=" -~ O~yzAiyltAiz) a :~ x}. 
Vx -q O~yziy  <x i (z  <x  v z :x ) .  
(il 
{2} 
The  sentence  ( It says  ,<hat lhc prcd ica le  A ix sal is l icd bx lhfi lclv man\  c l cmc ins  
cml\ ,  whereas  the sc~Icncc  t21 saxs  lha l  cxcr \  \ l en ient  has th lhc l \  nl:.m 3 prcdccc,~- 
hOIN 0111\ :+~ild call be used  Io character!To the ot'dcl" [VpC (O. 
If ¢ e 1.1. the spe¢lrum of ¢ is the  class 
Sp(¢  ~ = { '.0e{ t ' P~ ¢}.  
A class of card ina ls  is an l.l-speclrltnI if it is the spcc l run l  of an !. l -sc, , l tcncc. Bv 
lh¢ ; the \c ,  Ill,." set e l  l inite card ina ls  and  the sol {(o.} arc 13-spec l ra ,  I1 is p roved  in 
i20]  thai  the c lass of  successor  card ina ls  and the cross of limil card ina ls  arc 
tl-hpcctr: ' . , .  The  fact lh:Jl LI rc lat ix igcs t thal  ix. if ¢~ 1.1 and ,A is a umirv 
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predicate, then there is a Ca~ in LI such thin ,~)~.F¢,a, i t t /he  re:al ivization of 'P~ 
to A satisfies ¢) is essential for the results. N~te that the Chang-quant i f ier  
Q xA(x)  *-~ OrxyA(xR y = y) 
does net relativize md indeed Qr can be viewed as the relativization of O~. 
Example 1.1. The class {~ 1 3A( A+ < K ~ 2 x ~} is an Ll-spectrum. 
Proof. Let ¢ be the conjunction of 
Vxy (Vz ( zEx ~ zEy) ---+ x = y ), 
Vx(A(x) --* B(x)) & Vxy(xEy ---+ A(x)), 
"m OtxyA(x)B(y)  & ~ OjxyBix)(y = y). 
If (M, ~k, B. E )F  ¢. lhcn t.Al ' < t,"~11 ~ 2 TM. Conversely,  each such (,"~1, A} cml be 
cxpand, 'd to a model  of ¢. 
Propos tion 1.2. Let 9)t be a coumable model o] ZFC + GCH.  Let (" be any class 
of cardinals of the form ~:' ~, K regular in 9)L Thet: there is a countabh' model ~ ,,.1" 
ZFC st,oh that 
(1} ,11~ c 97, 
end 
(2) ~1~ and 9~ Iwce tile same ordinals, cardinals and cofinalities. 
(31 ":!~ ~ C is an ! l-sl~ectrum. 
Proof. Dciinc in ~)~ 
F(~)= ¢,+1 o~:herwise. 
Let ~ ~e tile Easton lypc cxtension of ~))~ such that ,,1~ F 2~",, = co~,,,~ for all m Then 
( |J :.Ill( {21 are satislied, Also ~)~ F ~o,, .eE C ill' :l~ ~ 2'0,, = m,, ~:, Hence (3) follo\vs 
from l'.xample 1.1. 
The above proposit ion is not tile best possible. Essential ly the same proof yields 
the res'ult for classes of cardinals ~+, K regular. However.  A, Pinus has announced 
a resudt to the effect that the class of all regular cardinals can only be an 
Ll-sp( ctrum in the lrivial ease ilia! there be no regular limit cardinals. 
t,el V~ be tile decision problem of LI, that is 
V~ = {~ [ '~ ~ LI is valid}. 
Boolean ralued models and generali:ed quamifiers 
Example 1.3. {n < (o ] 2"" = ~0,,, I} z l  'Vs. 
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Proof. I.et ¢,  e i I such that Sp(¢ . )= {m,,} and for n :;* o: ¢ .  and ¢,,, tlave no non 
logical symbols in common,  t.et ~/,,, be the conjunction of 
VxylVz(zEx ~ zEy) --> x = y). 
Vxy(xEy  --~ A(x)) .  
(¢.)~a) & (,4,,.~)(m. 
It is faMv obvious that 2'",, = (o,,. t i f f  the sentence t/x,,--. Q~xyB(x t( ) '= y) belongs 
to ~,'~. 
Proposition 1,4. Let ~l~ be a model of ZFC+GCH and (~ any real in ~l)?. There is a 
tlooh'tm cxtc~r~ion 97 of ?1~ with the same cardinals and co.finalities as 937 .such that 
Prqmf. A simple Easton-forcing argament can be used to guarantee that 9~ ~ a = 
In [ 2",, : ,,,,,, ,}. 
Corollary 1.5, If  Con(ZF),  then Con(ZFC+ V~ is mm-constructible). 
So far we have dealt with characterizabil ity using extra predicates. I, indstr6m 
[7] noticed that although the wel l -ordering quantif ier W is not definable in Lt 
excn if extra predicates are allowed, it is definable using extra predicates and 
extra universa ti,e. extra sort,~L He described an L l -sentencc ¢ such that a 
structtn'e (A, <} is wel l -ordered ifl there are M and R such that (M, A, <,  R)  
,#, and moreover  the cardinality of M can be chosen to bc ~<~o,, where a is the 
order t xpe of (A, < ), This ver.~ useful fact is based on the observation that (A, < ) 
is wel l -ordered ill ~here are sets I a, a E A. sttch that ]I,,[ < t l.I i t r .  < I,. we  can 
describe the situation also by saying that the class of wel l -ordered structures is 
.Y{Ll)-delinable. It also follows that the class of wel l - founded structures is 
V(LI)-dcthmblc.  Combining this with Mostowski 's isomorphism lemma and with 
the fact that for a suitable finite part T of ZF+ V = L. the standard models of T 
are exactly the sets L,, c~ ~ On. yields the following result: 
Example 1,6. The classes 
{(A. t91 (.4. ~-) ~ (t.,. E ) for some , c- OnL  
{{A. E)] (A, E)~(L~,  ~ ) for some cardinal •} 
arc v{/. i ) -dcf inable,  
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We say a structure ~0~ is 5'(L/ l -def inable if lhe class {~,R]9~,'~,RR} is S(L I ) -  
definable. Once we k~o~v the class of all ordinals is V(Ll ) -del inable,  a n~mu'at 
question 1,~ ask is, which particular ortli~mls arc V(L/t.-delinable, There arc bu~ 
countably many S(L i l -def inable ordinals, so it is m~t true that every countalqc 
ordinal is V(l . l>def inable.  
Corol lary 1.7. Every A),_-well-ordering of (o is S( Ll)-dtqinable. I f  V= L. every A',','- 
well-ordering (tl to ( m. t) < (o) is ~-'( Ll)-definable. 
Proof .  Le! ~g be a _v~-formula of arithmetic defining the ordinal ~ on 9~ = 
(w. +, ", 0 1~. By Shoenfield's absoluteness lemma, 9~' 1= ~I )  q) ill" (gt' ~ <g(p, q)) in 
Lion. Hen,'e we can use Example 1.6 to 5(L I ) -def inc ~,. Suppose then V= I. and 
,# is a E l f  forn~da. Now 9~ [= ,#(t ). q) ill ('.)~ ~ (4"(t), q)) in l.(o,,, and we can again use 
Example .~.6. 
Later v,e shall construct a ~3oolvan extension in v, hich ,z~ cry countal')le -v{ LI)-  
delinahle 3rdmal is .1~. The following corollary is proved ~imilarlv as Corollary 
1.7 and a proof is sketched in [151 (see also 117]). 
Corol lary 1.8. Vn is not x_~ or 11~. !~' V = I.. tlwn ecerv l.)L(l¢[inable mode/clax~ is
5(l_ lt-de] ~mble. that is . I (L I)  = J( l .U). and hence (see [10b V~ is m)t 5~' for (my 
m. n-<o2. ~hm'ot'er. then l.I  and L u hate  tile game Hanf- t  imd)er. 
Corol lary i .9.  S~,ppose ((c < ,  a)  i,s V(Ll)-defin(d)h', There i.s m) Ll-xenw~)ee 
which h~t.s a m'odel iff a # exixts, it) wt~it'h case it 5'(I.It-deli)u'x (m "~. a°%. 1( ()= 
exists, the.) ()# <~l V'I attd ~v] is t~ol)-constructible, i f  V" : L[tW]. then A(L I ) : -A ' (L  n 
and 1.1 ol;d l. ~ haw' the same Han(-vumber.  
Proof .  If ~;~ exists, it is detinable as the theory of a certain l.,,[a] with certain 
constants. As Example 1.6 readily generalizes to relative constn,ctibil ity, we oulx 
have to cl aracterize the cxiste~ec of a ~', But a # exists iff there is a non tri"ial 
i :  l..~[a] ~--> l.~.[<t] for sulticiel~tl', large cardinals K and ,~'. This condition cm~ be 
written in .I using again the appropriale ~eneralization of Example 1.6. We omit 
the straigh forward but rather messy details of the proof. 
Coro l la r  13)call be iterated over any X.(LD_delinab|c ordinal. In particular, if 
(V ~;/ exists, then ()'~'~ <. V~: if ( )~# exists, then ()#':~" ~-~ ~,~. etc. ~( l . l ) -  AILUl 
holds also f "~, = 1." (see [17]). 
There is ~ logic which is naturally connected to LL Let LR be the logic with the 
quantil ier 
O~:xy A I x, y) ~-~ {( a. b ) ] A ( a, b ~} has the order |ype of a regular cardinal, 
I J oO i{ '¢ l l l  C~tll~e(~ itlodelx ( IH( I  t ge~w~(Jized quamiti('r~ 19 ~) 
Clearly A(LI)  ~:~ ,A( ,'.R ) < .1 (l,UL Note that if the word "'regular" is omitted from 
the definition of O,,,, the resulting logic is ,A-vquivalent o LI. In Sect.on 3 wc 
shall describe a m,~del of set theory in which A(LR)¢A(Lnl. The equation 
.A(LI) = . I (LR)  is mm-e problematic and for instance fails only if 0 # c~:ists. In [ 17] 
we describe a model of set theory in v,hich this equation fails to hold. Th;s model 
has (o~ measurable cardinals. 
It is wel l -known that L f~ is not equivalent (even if extra predicates are allowedl 
to any logic of the form LO. Howcxer,  if C)~ is die Henkin-qu(mtili('t: 
O~xyur¢(x. v,h, cl ~--, ~ vx  
3u\ 
Vy 3r  )~!x" y' "" v~ 
,,-, 3I'g Vxy,g(x, v, /(x) ,  g~ y t), 
then ..1(!,O~)= _X(LUt, as has been observed h} Kt\rnicki and others (scc [(qL 
2. Boolean valued models and generalized quantifiers 
Boolean valued f irst-order logic was developed ~n [1 I] and its extenswn to 
Boolean valued L .... e.g. in [ 12]. Once tile Booleaa ~alued logic was cxtcndvd to 
rile whole of set theor;  it was cleat how one should define Boolean va!ued 
~,econd-order logic, for ,:xample, Similarly. Boolean \a lues can be defined for 
particular general ized quantitiers, like O~ and O~, by following the idca of 
Boolean valued sel th~,c\ .  We define the Boolean valued scmantics for LO 
xvh,:re O is an arbitrary generalized quantiticr, and examine the rcsuIting Book_an 
xakmd logic. 
2.1. Basic delimti;ms 
The fihx, t two d~.'finitions are well-kno\vn, but included here for comptete~less 
Definilion 2.1,1. I.el L be ~ finite set of predicate sxmb,)ls. If R e L, the aritv ot 
R is denoted b ;  ~(R).  I,et B be a Boolean algebra, A U-r(dued l.-stnu'ture is a 
seql.lencc 
where At is a set, 
Rm~: M"~"~ B. R E L, 
and 
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such that fiw all al  . . . . .  a , ,eM.  ~(al, aO=la. ~-(a~.a.)=~(a>a), 
(al, a2).m(a=.a3)<~=-(al, a3) and for ReL:-~(a~.a,,t .R{a~ . . . . .  ~,1..0<~ 
R(a l  . . . . .  a~ ,, a. ,  a~+, . . . . .  a . -0 .  '.l~ is separated ff -=(a~.a : )= l a  implies 
rl I : i f2"  
We will be most ly deal ing wilh separated structures.  Anyway,  there is a s imple 
method  of t ransforming a Boolean vahled structure into a scpm'ated one,  llS~ll~ 
the congruence a ~-b iff =-(a, h)= I, 
Defin i t ion 2.1.2. Let B and B' be Boolean algebras and h : B -+ B'. that is. h is a 
homomorph ism B ~ B'. Let ?)~ be a B -va lued  L-st ructure .  ~'~' a B ' -va lued 
L -s t ructure  and m :~)?-+ ?)~'. m is an h -homomorph ism ?)¢--, ?)~' 
m :~!~?-,,-7-~t'. 
if for all a6M 
] l{~(t l~ d2) )= -~'(Hltl I ,H la  2) 
and 
h(R(a l l=R' (ma)  for R~L.  
We use the notat ion nz :?)~ "-'l, ~)3~' or 217 --~ i, "~)~' to indicate that m is respecl ively 
( ) l ie -one or  on{o, 
Example ! .1.3.  Sappose ?,h' is a B-valued L-struclur¢ and h : B ---, B'. We define 
a B ' - :a lued  st"ucmre h(?)¢t as follows: The  universe of h(:11~t is ~'L Ra~'¢' Ia)= 
h R~"'~ a )~ for R ~ l ,  and =-'~:L'~( a, h ) = h ( m :uq a, b IL Now id : ?.l~ ~ ~, h (~l~. 
Suppose B is a complete Boolean algebra and ~1¢ a B-va lued L-st ruc lure .  l 'he 
B-value it¢[1 '''e of a:l L,..,,-senlence ~ in ?.t~ is def ined as usual: 
I!Rt,~tt '~'' = R'-~'q a b. 
i1¢ a 4,1[ "-:'~ = lt¢iI'-'"'ltaU, 
[13x¢Cx. a)i "~= v t1¢(/,, a~IF;. 
b~M 
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This is extended to L~,o-sentences by: 
IF ¢, = v ii,~,lt,~,e, 
We recall that if F is a set of subsets of the domain o f /3  and h : B ~ B', we say 
that h is F-presert'ing if for X 6 / - :  h(S X) =_v h"X and h(~] 2,,'t = H h"X. For 
~1 .... let 
II¢1", a IU t I ,  I = II¢~1,, a ~IU. 
Let 
0t1 ..... 1 = {Rngt l !¢ t ' .  a~ll;:'hia ~ M, ¢Ix, y~ L~,,,}. 
Lemma 2.1.,1. Suppoxe B a~d B' ~ rc complete Boole~m algebm~. ~)~ a B-v¢dued 
L-so're'rare and h : B --~ B' a D( L~,, t-preserving homomorphism, l-hetz for all ,¢(x ) 
I,:.,,, am/ a c M. 
ProoL A straightforward inductio~ on ~. 
Roughly speaking Lemma 2.1,4 says that adding new Bo~qean values to a 
model  does not change the truth ~ alues of L~,,,-sentences To see that this is not 
truc of all Btx~lean valued logics, we itltroduce a Boolean valeed LO~: 
Example 2.1.5. Let B be a complete Boolean algebra and ~P~ a B-v,:lhled 
/.-structure. We define 
Num~*(M~ --= {.(:tox M --. B 1 f(~, a)-/'(~l, b)=: % for n .<o~ and a~ b}. 
Now we extend the definition ol 11¢I] "~'¢ for ¢ ~ LQ~ by 
If B = 2. this deiinition coincices with the usual truth dcfir it ion of I.O~ fusing 
ACL 
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Lemma 2,1.6. There is a ('o,nl~le~e Boolean algebra IL a (complew~ h:2 -~ 1~ (~nd 
a 2-rahwd m:)del ?l~ such l.lu~t 
Proof. We imitate the construction of a Boolean extension which collapse,,, (o~. 
Let P = {s [ s is a finite function ~ --~ ~o~} ordered by s ~ s' it[ domls ' )  ,~7 dom(~) 
and s I dom(s')=s.  Let B=RO(P)  and h :2 -~B canonical, Lcl ~)~=(M. ~-} 
where M=~o and 
=-(a. b )= {~ if v=b,  
otherwise. 
Then ?J~ is a 2-valued model and ii(,)~xlx :~.xtll :~'~: I, Ie t  f in,  ~ : 
In t ({ ,~P js (n )=a})  (~P) .  It ~s rather easy to see tl~;.tt 11 ....... v ..... f(n,a~= 1, 
Hence llO, \(.v ~-x)l] "~*'¢' = O. 
Example 2.1.7. We define a Boolean valued second-order  looic. !.et !~ be a 
complele Boolean algebra and ?Ji a B-xalued / . -model .  l.m Pw" IMt= 
IX I Y : M -~ Bt. We take a ttew ~or-togieal symbol X for each X ~: Pw% A1) :rod 
lel It\'(alit :'~' : X(a~ for a ~ M. Noxx we can define 
Hax~'(x. Y. a}[] :''~ = ~ ,[¢(x. ~L a)t]"'"- 
Example 2.1.8. \Ve define a tlool,.'an xalued LL following again the analogy x\ith 
Boolean \ah.lcd >,el theol~, Let I~ .tnd '))~ be an ahoxe. For !c:t*w%lXl:L 
[:c Pwl~(),lt and ( ;<  Pw"~(/~I)def i le  
> [ I  (F(~)" F (b) ' f (a .c~' . f (b  ¢ )~ -- (~cb)l 
x. 11 Y- ((;~,1~ F . ,~. I , , . I , .  
b~ AI a, X! 
x [ I  ( ( ; (a ) 'G(b) ' f t c . ' . i l ' f ( c .b )~ ~(a . / , t L  
I{ooh'~ul l'a/m'd m~dels ¢md generali_ed qu~mli{ler~ 21).; 
No'a we delinc 
[]O, x v,~,(x, a*th( v,. a Ill'*"*' = ~Y B. ctnll. ~- (; ~. 
v, here  
F = i ! .¢~' . ,  ttU 
The appropriale form of I .mrma 2.1.4 t'ails also for i ."  and l.I. Hov.c\er.  if h is 
an isomorphism, lhe lemma cal~ be easily proved for LO~, L"  and l.l. and in fact 
lhG fo l 'n l  o f  lilt2 I¢Illlll:.l is  1,1 i lal ul';.ll condition Io  in lpose  on anv  Boolean \~.t]tlCd 
logic. 
Before proceeding Io tile deft lilion of Boolean \alues for arbi|rar.', generalized 
quantil iers, we in\est igale LI a bil tnc,,i'e clo:~elv. It turns o.lt lhal tile Boolean 
algebras al isf\ ing lhe c,c,c,-condition play a very special role in the theory of tile 
Bt~olean valued L/. This is no lo  d¥ because such algebras pr~.ser\e cardinals, but 
also because the class of all c~mlplete Boolean algebras with c.c.c, has nice 
structural properties. 
Let t/ be a complete Boolean algebra with c.c.c, and h : t~ - *  B' an epimorph-  
ism. Suppose ')37 is a B-xalued l . -struclure. ?)i** a B'-valucd l.-s~ruclurc and 
m :21t - - -~? '  
h 
an onto h-honlomorphism.  We shm l collslruct a sel I)t l l i  of ::tli~sels of tl. which 
h h;Is Io preser,¢t2 in order  thal m preserve / l - t ru th .  
1|' f~ Pw*~l\121 and g~ Ihvnl,'~l'2~ and the diagr-ml 
m! i" 
M '2 -4  B' 
g 
colnnlules, we sa ~, that f and R ~:1,~ I' '- Obserxc ~hat every t" agrees ~itl~ ,',ome R. as 
m i~ onto, and every g agrees with sonic 12 v, h ich we denote bv g'.  :ts h is epi. 
Using the e.c.c, property of B one ca-1 construct for every F and (1 in Pw~{.~ll 
a cotmtable sel ,41F. G ! G Pwl*{ r~121 stlch that 
Biotin L I:, ( ; t  - ~ P, kmtl ;  t:, G!. 
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Similarly one rinds AIF. G1 for F and G in PwW(M't. 
Let 
D'= {[ich{., atjl'~'r l 6{x, y}e LI, a e M'}. 
We only have to consider A(F. G) for F, G6  DUD' .  Let B(f. F. GI be the 
collection of subsets of B over which sups and infs are taken inside Bjcm(f./-2 GL 
Note that B(J~ F, G) has the power [Mj at the most. 
Finally. let 
D(LI~= {Rng(F)] F6  D} U {{BjctnLt'. F. G t] f ~ A(F, G }}1/-'- G c D} 
U {B(f.F', G~[f~ A(F. GI, F. (;~.D} 
O {B(g", lq G;]  f-', (; ~ D, g~ A~F', (;'1 some /-", G'~ D'}. 
Observe, that iD(LI~] = [:P~I. 
Lemma 2.1.9. If h ix D(Ll)-prcserving, then for any ¢ ,x )~ LI and a E M 
1, I I¢ la  tll :''~ = t l ,~l , , ,a !!I :~''. 
ProoL The proof goes by induction on the length of ,~ and we clearly only have to 
consider the induction step for O~. 
the induction hypothesis we assume hF(b) = F'(mb) and hG(bl = (;'(rob* for anx 
be M. Hence if 1: and g agree and ]'E A(F. Gt or f=  g'. then 
h(Bjcml £ F, G l)= Bjctn(g, F'. G'I. 
Using the facts (ol~servcd above) that every f~ ,A(/-, G t agrees with some g and, 
on the other hand, g" ahvays agrees with g, we obtain the desired result 
htlO,xy,p~x, a*,/,{ y. a~lU = ItO, xyv~x. ,na),/,(y. ,,,a}lJ ~¢. 
If m has the property of the previous lemma we say that m is Ll-elememary, in 
accordance with the definition of elementary monomorphism in the 2-x alued case. 
Example 2.1.10. Let B and B' be Boolean algebras and h :H--~ B ~ a 
Ilomomorphisnl. Let ~1~ be a B-valued L-structure, Define on M:a~ b iff 
h( ~ 'qa ,  btl = 'w, and for a c M let ma be the ~-equivalence class of a. We can 
define a H'-v;,lued L-structure ~)J~' by letting the universe of '2/~' be tn"~'~l, 
=-'~'~'(ma. t b)= It(-=~¢(a, b)) and R'aW(ma)= h(R~'~(a)) for R~ L. Now m is an 
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h-epin~orphisnt, If B is complete and satisfies c,c.c,, ~nd h ;s a D(Ll l -prcscrving 
epimorphism, then m is / . I -e lementary,  We denote :~' by :))¢lh. 
For an application of the construction of Example 2.1.10,  we recall that 
Martin's axiom (MAt  says: if B is a complete Boolean a!gebra with c.c.c, and F. a 
set of subsets of the domain of B, has cardinality <2% then there is an 
F-preserving u l t rahomomorphism h : B ~ 2. 
Corollary 2.1.11. S.ppo.se B is a complete Booh'an (dgebra wifl! c.c.(', and ~))~ is a 
B-t'(+hw(t xtructure xt~ch that M ha,s cardinalitv <2'", S~+ppose (t~rthcrmore that 
either ~)'1~ ix comm+bh, of  MA holds. 71u, n there art" .n  epio~orphi,v~i h : B ---, 2, a 
2-rMucd xtnu'~urc ~|~' and (m h-epimorl~hism ~3~ +, 72~' which is Ll-elementary. 
Corollary 2.1.12. Suppose B is a complete Boolean algebra with c,c.c., ')Je i,s (+ 
B- rahwd xmwtm'e and ¢ ~,~ l. l  such thut il~'lt '~'~ > O. 
{1~ "l'hcrc are h : B ~ B' and n! : ~.))¢ -~ j, ~)3~' such that I1~:11 "a~e' = I w 
(2! I1 ~11~ ix ('(mnt(d)h" or ( IM!< 2" and MA h, ld.s), them rhea' tin" h B-->2 (uld 
m :93~ -~,  ~)~' solch that I1¢[I "a~r= 1. 
Proo~. For 111. let 1~' = {I, ~ B :b ~[!~II "z'¢} and h (b} = b • li~'il '''+. Then 11 and t21 
follow fronl l .enlma 2.1.9 and Example 2. I. I0. 
Corollaries 2,1,11 and 2,1, i2 can be proved for LR as well {once tile 
Boolean \:.flues are defined for I.R~, but ilot for lY.  
We return to the problem of delining Boole~ n values for l.C), Oml  ~trlqtrary 
general ized quantil ier. 
There is a point th:.ll needs to he raised here: A generalized quantifier, treated 
extensionall.x, may haxe different equivalent delhfitions which arc no longer 
equivalent it, some I:looleall extensions. Therefore we have to agree to tleal 
general ized quantil iers intensionally, as definitions (possilqy with parammersl  of 
classes of models, Once tl.,is step is taken, any given generalized quatlt;fier has n 
uniqae nleallillg. 1101 OllIV ill Our universe of sets, bui also ill itlly Boolean 
extension we may wish to consider, Likewise tile meaning is retained in any inner 
model \vhich contains the parametm,x. 
l.et B be a complete Boolean algebra and V j+ the universe of B-valued sets. 
We treat ~,~'~+ as a separative universe, that is *,'~ > a = b implies (+ = b. Let ~.))~ be a 
B-valued L-structure. Then 
~, ":' ~: ~.))~ is a t}-\alued (.-structure, 
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Let i ~ V ~ bc tim canonical u l t rahomomorph ism on B in V n. that is [li(f)) = 1]] = 
- - I l i ( /~t  = 0l[ = b for h~ B. Let 
V u~ ~ k :~  ---> '2"i~'/i is the canonical  ep imorph ism,  
Note that ~fi.¢/i is a 2-valued structure in V", Wc  dct inc a mapping m :?J~--- V I~ a, 
follows: if a e M, ma is the unique e lcment  of V ~ such that 
V ~ ~ ma = k6. 
Now for ReL  andaeM:  
f iR(a)]]  :''e = R:Ueta) = t[i(/~:~r¢(d 1t = !1]" 
= tlO::;~"'(ma) TM 11I" = tl~,OUi ~ t~(,na Itt'). 
In fact. for an x ¢(xl f f  L,,.,, "and a~ M: 
ll¢l, IIU = 11¢.)¢/i ~ ¢( m.)! l ' .  
For example,  the induction step for =1 oocs as follmvs: 
113x~(x. a)[I :'~ = ~ iI¢(I,, a)iP '~ 
= ~ tl'Oe/i ~ ¢(m;,. ,,,a)ll" 
he.X! 
= t131, e ~fl : ¢.)~1i )= ¢ (mh. ma)t l"  
= It'Y.)~/i ~ 3.~ ¢(x. ,,,a)[l". 
Let us denote ~,OUi bx 3)~)~. The  analogy between ?,)~ and ',)2~ extends  to 1.1 as  we l l :  
Lemma 2 .1 .13 .  /:}," ¢(x le  LI and a ~ M, 
l ic /a)] l  '~)' = II'.).)¢ ' ~ ,; Ona )l?'. 
Proof.  It suffices to consider the inducl ion slep for Or- Suppose ¢(x, : ), d'( y, :)~. 
LI "and a e M. Let 
and 
F l l , /=  l l~(b, a !1-"' " ''~ = 11.).)c ~ ,~(ml~. ma)]t ~ 
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for be  M, Let f and g be the B-valued sets defined by F and G. If t !~  Pw~h,~,121. 
let h be the B-vahled ,4el of pairs defined by tt. It is easily seen ~llat 
I l i c in tH ,  bt ( ; i=  III, :&-~,  gtl", 
( 'on~crscty, for all)' h E I,'ll lhcrc is t-! E Pw~IM21 such tha~ the above equation 
holds, 
Also LO~ and L"  obey this temn~a. Therefore it is reasonable to adopt it as the 
actual definition of Boolean vmued logic: 
Definit ion 2 .1 .14.  l ,el O be a generalized quant i l icr  Let B be a complete 
F/oolean algebra. ~17 a B- \ah lcd  / . -structure. a c- ,~,! and nl defined a:, aboxe. For 
¢{xt~. LO, we define 
df 
¢ is calid in 7,1~ if It¢ti ''< ,: I. 
It is useful to have an operation inverse to :tit'---> '21~ . So suppose , /)~ V u afld 
V u b~.tt,~ is a 2-~alued l~.-structurc. We delhle a B-valued L-structure ,.ll{'l~ :.is 
follows. ~%Ii, is the set {xE \q ' :  %'~' Vx~:%l}, R:'~<lal=llR"'~{a)= liP' and - 
::%(a, b} ={l~' :qa,  h i=  ltl I*. Note tl'iat if ~,i, lt is a B-vahied L-structure and a m .%1. 
l he l l  ~,ll  k l i lO E a'~l I~, \ vhe l l ce  i l l t l  ~ (i~i,[ I~ lit. In  f:.lCt we  haxe the fo l low ing  resu l t :  
Lemma 2.1.15.  m is an id-homomorl~hism ').It' ~ l~7 ~' iu. If ~1)~ i~ separated, then m 
i.s a ,  id-monomorphism. 
On t i le o lher  hand,  if %,t, ~ x E e%L tt len '~'~'~ I= mx q lM~ I I~. Hence  xt,: ctln de l ine 
:.i l) G ll 'it such thai  p is a nl:. lpping i~l[--'~ l/~t[l l i i l  in tl "t¢ :.lilt| l l ' l t  7 tLV = IlL'f, for  
x ~ lVb,, 
Lemnla  2.1,16. V I' ~ ~p ix t,,n id-epimorphism twm'een ')3~ and I~.~JL~ff. If '.P~ i.~ 
separated, p ix an id-isomorphism.l. 
Corollary 2,1.17. Slq~pose ¢lxlc~ LO and a c: Mu. Then 
We remarked earlier that the operat ion h0).l~), which added new Boolean values 
to ~21L did not necessarily preserve LQ-truth.  In view of Definition 2.1 .14 we can 
say that tilt" new |" oolean values c, care new (unclions and subsms, in the P, oolean 
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sense, and thus affect second-order  statements.  This does not happen if h is an 
epimorphism, and we have the following general result: 
Lemma 2.1.18. Suppose B and B' are complete Booh, a~ ,~lgehras. h a complete 
epimorphism B ~ B' aml ~21~ a B-va lued L-slrtwtt+re+ S~q~posc 0 is a gc.eral ized 
+, 11 + ( a +II ~'+ = II ¢ t . +l I"''", 
that is, id:?)~--> . h(~)P.) is LO-eleme~tar)_'. 
Proof .  We recall at first that h determines a surjection h : V ++ ---> W +. such that for 
any formula ¢~(x) of set theory and for a ~ W +, I~li,~(a)]l ~+= I[¢d+a+li'+, Let m bc 
associated to :),l+ and m' to ht?)~J as in Lemma 2.1.15+ Let i be the canonical 
u l trahomorphism in V ++ and i' the respective set in V ~+`  we have the following 
equ at ion: 
t i lmm = h ,nh l l " '  = I lm 'a  = m 'h i [ " .  
Hence we can dcfiuc a function ]" ir~ X 'w such thai 
V ~+, ~=.f: II(1~I~++ "-'+ h(5.1) r'' &l+7~,++++l = +++',~I 
for a + '~.,/. It can bc proved that 1" is an isomorphism between hl?)~+ + and ~ hl~))~l} I+' 
in V ~', Hence we can infer as follows: 
: lil+(~jh ,+, ,=_ ,~(m'a+l!,+ r = ll,~(ai!l ',,'-'+':,. 
Coro l la ry  2.1.19. Let 0 be a gcueralized ¢lt~atlti.tier told ¢ c 1.0. I /  the~. i~ a 
complete Booleatl algebr~t B dmt a B -vahwd stractl~re ~2~ stwh that l[¢it~+>()j+, then 
~lwre are a complete Boolean+ c+lgebra B', the iH~+gc of B zotder ~l coml;lete 
epimorl~hism, a~d a B ' - t 'ahwd sirra'trite ~,t/~" xm'h that ]]¢11 :l'~' = 1 w . 
Proof. As Corollary 2. l. t 2< I h 
To examine tile prcscrvalion of truth in monomorphisms,  we introduce a new 
notion: 
Definition 2.1.20. Let A be a class of complete Boolean algebras and P a 
prcdica?e of set theory. We say P is A-persistent if whenever  B, B 'c  A,  h : B ~+ IJ' 
is complete, and a ~ V B, then hllP(a)t[ ~ <~[IP(ha)]l", P is A-al>.~ohae if P and mP 
art: A-persistent. 
l~ool~'a~t  a m,d torah'Ix lind e,,memtized qt.mti(icrs 20t~ 
Proposit ion 2 .1 .~1.  Suppose 0 is an A-absolute  ge~wralized quamiqer, B, B '~ 
A, h : B n-~ B' is complete and ~ is a B -va lued  L-structure. Then id:'3)~ ~,  h (~21~) 
is LQ-elementary.  
Proof. We use the notation of tile proof of l .emma 2,1.18. 1,et f i x .  y. :)  bc tile 
predicate "'x is an L-structure & y is an l..O4ormula & z is a sequence which 
satisiics y in x".  We can assume P(x. y. zt  is 2, zvt' xv~th respect to O. Hence 
P(x, y, z~ is A-absolute. Suppose now ,p(x) is an LO-fornmla and a ~_ M. 
l, II¢la~lfl '~: hli:Ue" ~ 4C,,,alIl" : llhI:U~"l ~ ,~h, , ,aU  
: lIl,(V3~)"' i= ~( , , , ' a l l l " '  = l lw~a ;II"':"'. 
Example  2 .1 .22.  I,el CCC be the class of complete Boolean algebras atisfying 
c,c.c. The quantifiers O, and OR are CC('-abs:~lute. 
Proof. Let ('d(x'J be tile predicate "'x is a cardinal". IF is well knowl~ that Cd is 
( '( 'C-absohfle, But O~ is clearly ..I zvc with respect to Cd, and hence itself 
CCC-absohlte, Let Rg(x) be the predicate -x is a regular cardinal". Rg is CCC- 
absolute and OR is ,1( vc with respect o Rg, Hence Q~¢ is C()C-absolute. 
File importance of Fxample 2.1.22 is based on the fact that CCC is a wide and 
well-known class of Boolean algebras. If we wanted a simi!ar result for L H xxe 
would have to look for Boolean algebras which do not add new subsets. This. 
however, does not lead to an interesting cla.,.s, as the following proposifioll show~: 
Proposit ion 2 .1 .23.  Let A be a cl.~s of complete Boolean algebras suck that 2 ~ A. 
The .following are equivalem: 
(i) tO~ is A-ab.sohae. 
(iil Ecery generalized qmmti]ier is A-ab.~oh,te. 
(iii) id: ~21~ --~ ~, h (2)~) is L n-elementary whenecer t?,. B' E A. h : 13 w-~ 13' i~ complete 
amt ?l~ is a B-va lued I_.-stmcmre. 
liv) The wedicate "'x is the power set o]" y" is A-absolute. 
(\1 Eeery predicate of  set theory is A-absolute,  
~vit F.~'cry I~ ,= A is isomorphic to a power-set Booleon algebra. 
Proof .  Ti le easiest way through seems to be 
(~ ~ {iv} --~ fiiit --~ {vi) --~ (vt --~ (ill ~ (iK 
For ( i i i )~  (vi~ one uses tile fact that a complete Boolean algebra preserving all 
subsets is completely distributive [1, p, 68]. 
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2.2. The effect of Boolean extensions 
Suppose B is a complete Boolean algebra and V" ~ D is a complete U,oolean 
algebra. It was shown in [14] that D-valued set theory in V" can be interpreted 
as B®D-va lued  set theory in V. Our purpose in this section is to study a similar 
relationship between D-valued model theory in V ~ and B®l ) -va lued  model 
theory in V. Our treatment is based on the theory of iterated forcing as deveh',ped 
in [14].  
Let C= B®D and let i :B - -~ C be the canonical embedding. Let W c be the 
D-valned universe inside V" and v the canonical mapping V ~ --, W ¢. There is a 
unique canonical isomorphism k such that 
V c , W c. 
k 
Hence if V ~ ~9)~ is a D-valued L-struchn'e, then V"~-k ~(9)~'~ is a 2-valued 
L-structure. This leads to Ihe following delhfilion: 
Definition 2.2.L Suppose 'V ~¢ ~ ,),ll is a D-valued L-structure. We define a B ® D- 
valued /,-structure as follows 
~.~ = (k I(?)~)~),~ D.
Lemma 2.2.2. Suppose "~'~ ~ :)J~ is a D-calued L-structm'e. If  ¥'~ ~ a =,_ M, we let l~a 
be the ~mique lement of V ~®° such that "~,'~®t) ~ pa = k~ma,  ;chew m is, in \"~, 
the embedding of M into 1A m~r* (,set' Lemma 2.1.13). The (ollowin~ ,,uv equicalem 
for any ~(x)~ LQ and a such that V"  ~ a ~ M: 
~i~ v"  ~ tl;:ta!lt""= d. 
(iit [I¢.(pa)]l ;~ = d. 
Prong. Note that \m~,  ~_. k i((q~)~) ~_ i (~  = ~. Now we can infer as follows: 
V" ~ l~(att l  :t''= d it1 
II': 'n~)~"~  k ' ( ,~t(k  'mat i i  "®' '  :: d 
II! '(:~Jt'~ ~ ,~(p,,~ll "®°  = ,t it~ 
l l ,¢(pa)ll ~ = d. 
iff 
In tile converse situation we have complete Book'an algebras B and (7, a 
complele monomorphisnl h : B -~ C and a ( ' -valued L-structure ~19~. By [ 14] there 
are a unique complete Boolean algebra D in I/~ and isomorphisms k and I such 
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that with the above notation, we have tl ." commuting diagram: 
I%, ....... : 
Now, ~).1,~c is a 2-valued /~-structure in V'  whence lk(~))U) is a 2-~alued I~_ -
structure in W "~'  lhat is, V ~' k Illk02l~ (') is a 2-valued /~-structt, re I1 ') = 1. l-{c ~cc 
V u ~ (Ik(Rl~()b) is a D-valued L-structure. This leads to the following dctiniti.m. 
Note that D, k and ! ,are uniq~,ely determined by C and h. We write C:~, B for D. 
Definition 2.2,3. Suppose tt. B -~ (" is a complete monomorphism between com- 
plete Boolean algebras at~d ~,tt is a C-valued L-structure. :1)_~ is the uni(itlC 
C : i ,B -vahmd [~-structurc m ~'*' which satisfies 
"~' k '))j = t Ik ~'.~)~")1, ,:, ,,, 
Lemma 2.2,4. Let B. ( ' ,h  aml  ,13~ I,e as aboce. Let D=C: , ,B .  Let m be "l~e 
embe,  ding of  M into V ( {see Lemma 2. I. t3L f f  a ~ M let qa be the unique element 
o[ ~,1~ for which WU'~q)~ qo = tkma. Then the tbllowing m'e equirah'nt fi~r a,lv 
¢ . (x~ 1.0  and a c M: 
li~ i l¢(a) W = c. 
Proof. Note that W ~''~" ~ Ik(~¢)= tkhI,~) = (,~)". We ha~c the following cqui\ai -  
~I ICCS:  
i l¢ta~l[ "~'~= ¢ itt 
[['~)¢' ~ ¢~,,a~1t '=  c m" 
i l ,k( ' t~"~ ~ lk~4t ' , l kma~lP  '~'a' = kc  itt" 
'~q* k[i lk(~)~)k(~.)V(qa)H '' = k(" iff 
,c" ~ N~(qa~U = k(,. 
Corol laS'  2.2.5. S.ppose B is a oomph'to Boolean algel,ra (m,l ~r'~*~ I) i~ ~ 
COml'lele Boolean algebra. Tile fol lowing tl,,1(I for any ,g ~ LQ: 
<i) ~ has a BQD-ra lued  model iff ~,,'~; ~ ~. hc, s a D- rahwd model, 
di) ¢. has a B - rahted  model iff V ~* k ,~ has a 2-t!atucd model, 
(iii) s¢ has a C-va lued model for some complete xtension C of 8 iff V B k ,~ has an 
~i ralm'd mod('l !])r ,v)me complete 13oolean al,~ebr(i t:.. 
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The following slightly dilferent form of this corollary is very useful in appli-a- 
tions. Let A be a class which defines, provably in ZFC', a class of compiete 
Boolean algebras. As in the case of generalized quantifiers, we think of A as a 
definition of a class rather than as ~he extension of a definition, We call a Bo,~lean 
valued structure A-t,  ahwd if it is B-valued for some B e A. 
Theorem 2.2.6. Suppose A is a class o] ~ complete Boohxm algehms ach d~al ,4 is 
closed under isomorphisms and direct products and i] B ~ A. then B (4 !9 c_ A i~ 
V '~ ~ D e A. Suppose O is an A-absolute generalized quantifier and ¢ e LO. Then 
the following are equiealent for any B e A:  
6) q~ has an A-valued model, 
(ii) V ~ ~ ~: has an A-ualued model, 
Proof. (i)----~(ii}: Suppose ¢ has a C'-valued model ~.[~? for some C 'e  A. Let 
C= B x C'. Then C~A and there are complete embeddings i :C ' - -*  C and 
j :B  ~ C. By Proposition 2.1.21 i('.O~)~ ¢,. Let D = ChB,  By Lemraa 2.2,4 ~3~ ¢  
in V ~. B®D~A because it is isomorphic to C c A. t lcnce "x '~ D c,,L and 
V ~ ~ 4 has an A-~alued model, 
(ii) -~ (i): Suppose V a ~ ?.I~ is a D-valued model of t} and D ~ A. Then 9~J~  ¢- by 
Lemma 2.2.2 and B ® D ~ A. 
The class CCC satisfies the assumptions of the theorem. Tile following stability 
result will be useful later: 
Corollary 2.2.7. Suppose q :eL l  or caLR and B~CCC.  Then ¢ has a CCC- 
tx~hwd model iff V ~ ~ ~, has a CCC-ralued model. 
The weight of a Boolean algebra, B, w(BL is delined as tile least ordinal ~: such 
that B has a dense subset of power ~:. 
Lemma 2.2.8. Let B and C be complete Boolean algebras and V"  V D is a 
complete Boolean algebra. 
(i) w(BX (3= w(13)+ w(CL 
(ii) If V~k w(D)~:K, the~ wIB®[)~K " w~BL 
Off) If w(B®D)= ~, then V 'l~ ~ "a'(DI~<K. 
Proot. (i): Obvious. 
(ill: Suppose ]~ V '~ such that V R ~f"K is dense in D. Let Y be a dense subset 
of B of power w(B). For a<K let g (a )eV  B such that V" l=f (&)=g(a) .  Let 
Z={i{y)"  g(c~) Iye  Y,t~ <K}. Then Z~ B®D and Z~,"  • ~. It is easily proved 
that Z is dense in B ® D. 
(iii): Let X be a dense subset of BGDD of po~er K, Let X' be the B-valued 
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subset of D determined by X. Then easily V ~ ~ X' is a dense subsel of D of 
power ~K. 
This !emma leads to still another form of Corollary 2.2,5. 
Definition 2.2.9. For any class A of complete Boolean algebras we use A~, to 
denote the clt~ss of B ~ A which have weight ~<N,~. 
Theorem 2.2.10. Le~ A be as in Theorem 2.2.6 and c~ an ordinal. Suppose Q is an 
A-absolute generali:ed qmmtifier and ~- E LQ. Then the fo'km'ing are equiralem lbr 
any B E ,,'~ : 
(i) ¢ has an A,,-cahwd model, 
~ii) V"t=,~ has an A,,-t'ahwd model. 
Proof. I~y Lem,na 2,2,8, A,, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2,6. 
2.3. On decision pnd*Icms in Btmlean valued logic 
We showed in Proposition 1.4 tha| ~.,'~ is not invariant under Boolean exten- 
sions exen if cardinals are preserved. One of the benefits of lhe CCC-valued LI is 
that its decision problem is invariant under CCC-xalued extensions, hi this section 
we develope some general properties of the decision problems of Boolean valued 
logics. 
Definition 2.3.1. Let O be a generalized quantifier and A a non-empty class of 
complete Boolean algebras. We iet 
V,.,(,a. t = l , t  c- LQ I ,t is  valid in all B-valued models for B ~ A} 
If A" is the class of all complete Boolean algebras, we let 
V~, = Vo(A% 
and 
Note that in the trivial case 0=3,  ~,~= ~'~= V'o(AL Tile same is true it' 
O = O,, tile quantifier "'there are infinitely many". Note also thai if 2E A, then 
for any Q, V~c Vo(A ' )~ \~) (A)c  ~,~, whenever A g" A', 
In the next temma we need an interesting subclass of CCC, the class of algebras 
used to explode 2"L Let I~ = {p ] P :{o x K --~ 2, tdom(p){ < (o} with the inverse of 
the usual ordering of partial functiols. Let C be the class of all RO(P~). 
cardinal. It is well known that CcC( 'C .  Note that 2~ ROlt~O. 
214 .1. Viiimiiue~ 
Lemma 2.3.2.  Suppose 0 ix a ret,,6Hzing ('-al)soh~w generalized qmmti]icr ,sucl t
tiuu to is .~(LO)-del inable (ia the sense ~q Section It. I f  VoIC I= Vo. ~,hen 
t ' IL() I  ~ 2'". 
Proof.  Suppose ¢ '~ LO and ~b( A, R)c~ I.C ~ x'( LOt  del ines the s l ruc lurcs in xxni,'h 
A has power t0. l.et 0 be lhc / .O -sentence  ¢~,~t~ &, dniA, R) ' '~, I f  ,¢ has il lllOt]C.L 
lhen 0 has a model ,  say ~/,l~, Let ~¢ =]'.1~{ and B=R( )~I~) .  L.et h:2 - - ,B .  By 
Proposit ion 2.1.21. h(~))~) ~O, whence It (E)¢) ~ ~ 0 in V t~. No~,  ~'~' > ]h(~,l~d'l ~- K ---- 
2 ~. St) if we let rt be the conjunct ion of 0 and the sentences  
VxytM(xt  & M(y ,  & Yz (zEx  ~-~ :Eyl - - - ,  x = v). 
~xy(M(F)  & xEy -..+ A(x)) .  
then "r I has a model in V u. By Coro l la r \  2. I. 17 ~ has a B-vahsed model .  Because: 
Vo(C)  = V' o and B~C.  ~ ires a 2-\:clued model  '.}L By construct ion,  At ~'; ha~, 
power <U" and the relalixizalion of ?~ to M :~: satisfies ,4". 
In Corollary 2.1.11 x\c proxcd a kind of conxcrs¢ to the abo \c  lemma in ttsc 
ease l .O = LI and MA holds. To  sort Otll the .xitu:.llior~ is1 detail \ \e  imroducc  a 
new notion: 
Definit ion 2.3.3.  l .m O be a general ized quanti f ier and A a ram-erupt) clas,, of 
complete Boolean algebras, We let 
(o iA )  = file least cardhtal K such dlat if ¢ ~ LO is valid 
in an A -va lued  model,  then ¢ i,,, x alid in an , - \ -xalucd 
model  of pox~er ~<t~, 
Lemma 2.3.4. Suppose A ~:: A' . .V  is ('h,~ed m~der (oral)left' epimorfqfixm~ m:d 
V'(.)iA) = ~ 'o (A ' ) .  "l'hel~ (o (A ' )~ Q)(,A,L 
Proof.  Suppose ¢ ~; LO has all  A' -va lucd  model,  lhen  ¢ has an A -va lued  model  
of power *-G~( ,'\ 1. Hence ¢ has an A'-v:f lued model  of po\xer ,: (c)~ A L 
In the fo l lm\ ing lhcc, scp,~ x\e dcl lotc V<) ( ( ' ( ' ( ' )  I~\ ~"t :3nd l o t ( ' ( ' ( ' )  b\  ('t, 
Theorem 2.3.5. 1( I\IA, ~]I~'~ t lc  f)dlowine, at(, cqtticalcnt: 
(it ~~ :: \~. 
(if) (~=G<2*", 
(iii) ('t<2"'. 
Proof.  (i)--~(ih: By Lemma 2.3.2, G~2" .  But ef[~1~, ~o. \vh~.~s'l,~e (I ,,L: 2", |~J\ 
Lemma 2.3.4. t ~ ~< ts. So it is sulticient o proxe tha! (i ~ (). S~q~p~)se ¢ ~ I.! has a 
2-valued model,  Then  ,¢ has a C('(.'- ahscd model  of  po\ \e |  r "-z~/}'- 2 "~'. t~\' 
Corol lary 2,1.1 1. ¢ ha', a 2-valued model  o[ power ~ i ] .  Hence (I ~ (;.  
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(iii) ---> (i): Suppose ¢ ~ \7, and '.))~ is a B-valued model.  B ~ ( 'CC.  We claim lhat 
II,~IW = ~. Suppose {l~ll'~< 1. Then H-n,~[~a'¢ .'> 0. By Corollary 2.1,12(1) there are a 
I-)' ~alld a I:)'-\',~llued model ~.))~ st~ch lhal t1~,:t[ a'¢ = I and Ig' is tile image of b} under 
a complete -i~imorphisnT. In parlicular. /~'~ ("('C. I-lcnce -me has ;.t ( ' ( ' ( ' - \a lued  
model.  As (')<:2'", -3¢ has a (?( '( ' -valued mode I c)f p,,~\\cr <:2'" alld hellce bv 
('orolhu'y 2. I. I I a 2-\a.lt)cd model. "|'hb, is a contradiction because ¢ ~ \',. 
An enl : ret \  similar resul! can bc proxed for LR.  
The following useful theorem ft;!loxvs from Theorem 2.2.0: 
Theorem 2.3.6. S~(1)I)ox(" ,A i,~ (~ no~)-e~1)l)ly ('lax,s of ~ <:,npl(,tc l~oo&,a~ algchras s~ich 
lh(~l A i.'; closed )(rider i,~oolorl~hiso)s, dhz'ct l)rodt(('ts. ('on11)iete el)imorubi,s)1~,~ 
(*)1(I if I,~, ..\. ~hen I} @ L) c ,-:k if , l )d (,)ly if ~ ')' ~- D ~ .A, S~tl)I),).~(, O i.s ~ln .;k- 
(d)xoh(l(" ,..:,c,~cr(~lizcd q~.*))tilier a))d Ig, ,-~. 11)e1~ 
\.1~ ~. ~.,.)( ,A )= ( \',.>(,A )I", 
Corollary 2.3,7. (it If O is o ('('('-ahx(,h~tc g('))('r(di:<'d q~)m(Iier (,)d t~ ~: (3C'(', 
tl)c)v \,1~ b \ 'o~( ' ( ' ( ' )~:  ( \ ; .>(( ' ( ' ( ' ) I" .  
(ii) If O ix a ( ' ( ' ( '~-abxohae gc))croti'.cd q*l(u)titic'r ~o)d 1} ~ ('C'('~, ~hcn ~.'~' ~ 
~' )(('('('i):..:- ( k'o(( ' ( ' ( '~))" , 
The follox\i0g example shows tht~l reslriction to well ibchaxing classes A in the 
above theorem is necessarx. (Recall how V} was defined in Definition 2.3.1). 
Example  2.3.8. Stlppo~,e ~o I) :- ~o 1 ;rod B is lhc complete Boolean algebra which 
collapses i(o)~ Io (o. ' lhcn \.1~ b \'~'g \'~ and hence 
\ "  I: ~"1'~ ~"~',~ \", ,~ 9 ;& \,(c'('(',) #( \ ,{c ( ( ,~)  ~,~ f ,=  f,. 
Proof.  | .el ¢ be an / . / -sentence \\hich has a model ill' c,)rt : (o~, Such a senlcncc is 
e:.lsily found using e.g. F~xanlple 1,0. Noxv --~¢4 \'i t~tlt \ . l , !  -1¢(~ \~l'- bcctltlsc 
\ ' "  ~ for alt I) :i~(o{ < (oLli I, = I. I lenee \ ' "  }-, )~"t' g ¢'~. 
The con,,islcnc 5 of \'~ = \'1 is proxed in the ncx,, parl. 'l'hc equation \~'-:  ~,"~ is 
more dubious, as lhe following lemma shows. 
Lemma 2.3.9. "l'l)('r~" ix no Iorcine. ~ohaio)) ot'er I, to the <'o~)cixtcl)('v ~,J \ '~ " \ ))'. 
Proof .  I.et us suppose ~e are working iz~ a forcing extension of /. Iwi/h a ~,ct of 
condil ions). Let ~o~ = to~,, Suppose at ill.st thal t~ is oxen. l.et (.g bc an I.. l-sentence 
which has a model  iff co 1 = (o~, /3 odd. Then -7¢ ~ V'~ as cvecv P, < CC~C preserves 
~ol. We proxe thai m¢~ \'~'. l.et T bc the le:.tsl ~, such th~.tt oJl~, is ;.t cardimtt for 
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3,'~ > y. Such a y exists because a set of conditions cannot collapse arbitrary ku'gc 
cardinals. Let B be the Boolean algebra which collapses L bt/l 
preserves e~- ..... 3 a cardinal. Then V a ~ t,q = ~.o~,~.~, whence V" l= (g has .t 
model). The case a is odd is treated similarly. 
We end this section with a result about L. Part (it) of the following proposition 
is interesting ill that it shows that although V~ is definiately better behaving than 
V~, it is not recursion theoretically simpler: not in L anyway. 
Proposition 2.3.10. SuPlmSe V= L. Then 
(i) v,~ v,~ccc,)~ v~# v,L 
(it) ~,,:~ ~, V](CCCO~, V~-=~ V~', 
(iii) (} = ~'~. 
Proof. (i): V}:# V~' by tile prt.vious lemma. Let ¢ be an LI-sentence which has 
model iff 2" >/(oe (see Example I.D. Then -~¢ e V~4CCC0 but -~¢g "eL Let df be 
an Ll-sentence which has a model iff V~ L. Then -qq, ~ V~ but -ql/J~ Vm(CCC, ~. 
(if): Let ~¢(M E, R1 be all Ll-sentence which has a model (A. M, E, R) fit 
(M. E)-~ (L~. ~ ) for some mwotmtable cardinal ~¢. For any Ll-sentence tb let ,h' be 
¢tM.E.R)--+",b is a valid Ll-sentence in the universe (M. EY'. Note that if 
~1~ L~. then ~i' t:: ¢ iff L~ ~ "~)~ h ,¢" holds for ~#e LI. Hence if #,'~ V~(CCC~). then 
tb~ V t. On the other hand, if tb~ ~,~, then tft'~ V~{CCCIt as L is absolute in 
Boolean extensions. This proves V~<~V~(CC('~). For &~i. I  let ~1/' be 
~(M. E. R) & ~)~ --, g'2 where #q says "'B is an element of ( 'C('t  in (M. E}'" and ,t~: 
says "'11~ Vst: ~= 1 holds in (M,E)" .  Now ¢/s~ V~(CCC0 iff th"~ V~. Hence 
V~ (CCC,) ~ t V}'. Sire ilarly V~ ~<, V~ <~  Vv 
(iii): Suppt, sc ~b~ LI has a model, l..et O' be the Ll-scntence ¢(M, E, R~ & "#~ 
has model in (,~L E)'. Then #/ has a CCC-valued model of power ~<(~. It follows 
that t/~ has a (constructible) model of power ~<t'~. hence (~ ~<G. Suppose then 
q~e l . I  has a CCC-valucd m~xlcl Let tV' be tile /./-sentence ¢(M. E. R )& "#, has 
a CCC-xalued model in (M. E)". Then tb' has a model of power ~f}. Hence #~ has 
a ('( 'C-valued model of power ~t¢~. This proves (}~ 6. 
Using similar methods as in the above proof one can prove tile proposition for 
L n widlout the axiom V= L. This is another indication of the uselessness of 
Boolean valued models for the full second-order logic. 
3. Applications 
In this part we introduce a method to obtain consistency results by using certain 
closure properties of classes of Boolean algebras. We call it tile meth~xt of 
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successive approximations, This is applied to constructing Boolean extensions in 
which complicated ecis io,  problenls, like V~, are ..1~. 
3.1. The method of  successive approximations 
Let us consider the following problem: We want to find B = RO(Pk)  such that 
('~ < 2 `0 in V". One possible approach is to constrvct a sequence of approxima- 
tions and hope that the sequence stabilizes to a fixed situation. For example, we 
could take too = () and B .=2.  If /3,, and tg, are defined let B,,+~ = RO( f~, I  and 
~c,,+t = ii ill V ~'''', At limit stages we can take unions. This gives a sequcnce 
(B,,. ¢*L,,(). of approximations for a B and (,, in V u, if only such a limit existed. 
The existence of the limit can actually be proved using propert ies of the B. ' s  and 
properl ius of (~. As this approach can be used for xarious purposes, we present it 
in a very general form. 
We consider structures of the fornl 
?1 = (A..\'.,,~). 
where A and X.a are classes such that 
( 1 ) ZFC k- Vx~x ~ A ~ x is a complete Booloan algebra). 
12) ZFC b Xe, = {Xf, ! B ~ A} and .Xl, c= ~,'~ for B ~ A, 
We write B c: B' for "'B is a complete st, balgebra of B"' .  
Definition 3.1.1. Let ¢(x~ be a formula of set theory, and let ?l be as above, l..et 
B c A. We define 
ti¢~x~tl,',l = v {!1,g~.'q, *It" 113',~ 13. l r~  ,,x}. • ,£ . . ,  
The formula ed, x! is complewd at B ~ A if for any B '~ A such that B~± B', 
t!¢~x~t~l : iiet x*l!'F. 
If k < ¢o and @ is a set of formulae with one free x ariable x and quanti l ier rank 
<-<k. we say • is completed at B c A if every ¢{xl~ (/) is completed tit B. • is 
complewd in '21 if • is completed at some B e A. 
In applications related to L(~,wenheim numbers,  the sets N~, are cardinals. 
whereas in results on decision problems the sets X~ play no role at till. in which 
ca.,,c we prefer to use just A to denote (A. X..O. 
Exmnple 3.1.2. Le~ ~ = (('. X'~) where Xr<),.~ = s:. l.ct • be tile set of fornmlae 
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"',# has a model  of power <~x'" where  ,¢ ~ l.!. if @ is completed  in iS. then there is 
a B = RO(P~) such that for any ¢c  I_I m~d h ~K 
t1"¢ has a model  of power ,~=~¢tt ~' = 
t]'"# has a model  of power  ~Att ~''''''*'. 
As  V n ~ ~ = 2"' and we can take A such that \ '~ ~/ t  ~< a. it follows that X'~+ } It < 
2 +. That <h is completed in ~S fol lows from the results below. 
Definit ion 3.1.3. A class A of complete Boolean algebras is ~-closed if for c \c r3  
A~ ~¢ and every subset  {I3,, I(~ < ~} of A such that B,, < Bts whenever  ~ "~/3 .:  A, 
there is :', B ~ A such that B,, <> B for all a, < h. 
Lemma 3.1.4.  Let k <{t. Slq~lmse 9I=(.A.X..,,) olld (t} is o ~e! of ..k-¢lb'~t~llit~ 
lbrmulae o.f qz~outilh'r a;& ~-k. "l'lwn the lbllmci~lg ix l,rOt'~,bh, in ZF( ' :  II ,\ ,\ 
~umempty. K-closed (h > o) a~ld et,ery B ~ A satixJies K-c.c,. t/le~! q~ is complewd i~l 
~1 
Proof.  We shall \york in the extension of ZFC which has a new ~,vmbol t- an 
axiom which says Ihat [: welhwderx the dlli~.Cl'se and the new inslatlces of lhc 
schemata  of ZF  induced by lhe extended langu;.~ge, l-~y [2] Ibis is a COllser\ati \e 
extension of ZF( ' .  so the use of Y can be later e l iminated.  I.et q~ = {¢. Ix ~ i ~l < (o}. 
Let ll,,~ A. If B,, is dcl incd and ~, = v-~-~r, iz <co. r limit -<~c. ',xe let t~,,. ~ be lhc 
F-least D,: ,-\ ~,uch thin B <~ D and - ~ .... "~ !,.: ,I.~)J-,~ "---i¢tx}.,L if there is such a D exisls. 
and H,, othcrv isc .  For limit r ~ g wc lel /3,. be the F-teasl 13, such that t ' / ,  I) 
for all o' < ~, (using ~:-closedness). Finalh-. lel I~ be /~. To  see thal ~1~ is completed 
at B. lel ¢, , (x) .  <1~ and B /~', A. P<x . , \ -absohi lel less Of ¢,,(.\k 
lhen for limil r. r '<  K: 
q!¢,,c,- I!.!,I .... <b , ,c ,g~ . . . . .  . 
whence 
(l!¢,,{xl~l]~ . . . .  I ,  limit - -~} 
is a proper tc-chail: in P, contradict ing the ~¢-c.c. 
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Note t im' C is t ,h -dosed and is a subclass of CCC. Hence rite set (I) in Example 
3. 1.2 is co~pleted  in {5 and we ohlain a consistency resul! for ,¢~ .-: 2"'. This result 
ix independently due to J. Start. Consistency rcsulls, concerning 1.1 and large 
cardinals are p,'oved in [19] using I .emma 3.1.4 and related results. 
We shall now apply the method of successive approximations to finding 
Boolean extensions in which V~ = V}. A nmural aPFroach is to consider file 
Boolean values I!"¢ has a model"tl t', ,# c= LL B ~ CCC. and try to increase them us 
much as possible. 
Suppose O is a gm,eralized quantifier, t.et T(.,(?)L c)  I~c the l'ornlul:.~...x)j,~ is an 
/ . -structure for some I. :,tlch lhal ¢ ~ LO, and ~,I,1¢ ~ ¢" .  For ,,2 <~ 1.0 let /'~ Ix) he a 
x'.-fornlt, la such thai Zt :> t-~..{xl ~ "'x :- ¢" .  l.ct SdO)  I~e the set of all scntcnccs 
s,t = ::lx}.(f-~_( y l & 1"ot x. vll where ,g ~2 1.0. (' lcarlv. Nd O) has a uniform bound for 
quanlit ier anks. Note that To(x. y) is x.z~., in the predicate 0 and hence,  if 0 is 
¢\-ilbsO{lllC, Ihell exer \  s,,.'lllv'llCe O[ NI((..)t is .A-persistent. 
Propos i t ion  3 .1 .5 .  Sul~post' 0 is tm ..\-abxohm, gcm'rali:cd qmmtil ier (rod ir it 
l~rocabh" m ZFC tfu~l 2< .'\. ,-\ ix ('loscd umh'r comph'w cpimorphi.sms (rod ij B ~ .,'L 
tlw~ I~@ l )c  ..\ i f  (rod oniv i1 \ "~ ~ I)c~ A. Then th,' lbl lowing is l~rocal~lr i~l ZFC: 
\~  k \ 'o  = Vo iA) .  
P~roof. Note that 'l:s "~ ~1 ,m i,~i:,,~=i~s I for ~c- l .O.  Tf i \ iah} \ ' t~:  ~'oI,-\)~ \ , , .  So it 
• ~:< i o ~ oi!- :~.k'c \ ' "  sulticcs to prox e for q ~ 1.0 that b = ',!¢ ~ \ ot ,  \ )  -- ,,-  ~ I .el such thai 
/,, !l:tl? is . .\-xatucd and ii¢!~):';< 1!'.. 
l~,x ( 'orol larv 2.1.19 there is an ~,)~'c: V u such that 
b "--ii'.l.)~ '  is ..\-x alucd and ~iv:~!:u' : Oil. 
I.c( :~1~'"~ ~.n ~,uch Iha! b "~ 'i'11? ' = ql~"ll and 
\ '~ k :1)~" is a D-xalued model for some 1) ~ .,\. 
I.ct ?.17 = ,.11¢" (a,. in I)clinition 2.2.1 } and i : t~ --~ 1:}0 1). Now 
But s is completed at B. [ fence ib ~ ii!~ ~1~ It follow,; that 
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Corollary 3.1.6. Suppose O is an A-absohae gt,nt,ralizt,d quaniifit'r and it is 
provable in ZFC that 2~ A, A is closed undt,r conJph~tt' t,pi~'u,1~hisms and if B ~ A. 
then B ~ D ~ A if and only if" V" ~ Dq A. Tht'n the following is pnwabh' in ZI:.C: 
if A is n-closed (,¢ >to) (lilt/ every Be A sat/sties K-c.c., then theft" is a Bt'~ A svch 
that for any B 'c  A, B~ B'. 
V" ~: Vo :: VotA),  
Proof. The claim follows from Lemma 3.1.4 and Proposition 3.1.5. Note that if 
S~IO) is completed at B ~A.  then it is completed at B'~ A whenexer B' ~ B. 
Corollary 3.1.7. "lltt,re is a B~CCC such that it B'~CC("  am/ B g B', tht'n 
V u" V V I = V}. Especialiy theft, is a B ~ CCC such that 
V ~ i= Vi = V~ & (i < 2 <o <~ MA. 
Proof. CCC satisfies all the conditions of ('orollary 3. I.(~. For N,  wc can take for 
example }. By [14] any !i¢ ( '( '(" can be extended to a 1;/'¢('('(" such thai 
V"' V MA. 
Coroilaw 3.1.8. 77wre is a B~¢CC~ sllch Ihat it' B.y B' alld B ' ( - ( 'CC I, //l¢ll 
Vu' ~ ""l = ~' I ICCC~I .  
Proof .  CCC~ satisfies the conditions of Corollary 3.1 ,6 .  Note  that  CCC~ is 
el-closed because tile weight of tile limit of a chain of algebras is tile suplenlunl 
of tile weights of tile algebras of the chain, 
k,Ve end this subsection with a remark on tile following qnanlifier: 
CxyA(x. y l+-~thc ordertype of {ta. b l i  Alll. hi} is an 
L-cardinal. 
If '~= L, then ccarl\ - i i l . ( ' l  = AtI.I~ = . l l l Yk  So (" has certain implicit power, h 
is easily seen thai (" is :,tbsohllc widl respect o any Boolean extension, We u ,e 
ckis fact to c,)nstrtlCl a t~oolcail exlension in which L("  has Li3wenheim nunlber o~. 
Let CI.I)S be tile class of Boolean algebras of the fornl R()(/ l~), u cardillal, 
whet,2 
P" - ({P i P a f in i te  map co ~ K}, _~ ). 
Every B ~ CLPS is easily seen to be homogenous in lhe s,,.?ll~,e lhai an\ b~ IL 
b q: 0. l. caa be moved with an autonlorphism. 
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Propos i t ion  3 .1 .10 .  There is a B E CLPS such that if B c B'E CLPS, then V w 
Vc(CLPS) = ~@, and hence VwF ( (LC)= (o. 
Proof. By Proposit ion 3.1.5 it is sufficient to find a BECI .PS  such that S,(C) is 
con'p le led at /L I,el S~((~ = {~. I n<(o},  and B.  ~ 2. If B,, has been defined and 
there is a i:V in ( ' I .PS such thai l] g l?,' and Ilt¢,,ll w = I. let B,,~ i be the one with 
least cardinali ly, otherwise B,,.t = 13,. Let B eCLPS extend every B,. By 
homogenei ty  every ¢,, has value 1) or I in 'V j~. Hence S~(C) is completed at /3. 
The  claim concerning £(LC) is proved as kemma 2.3.2. 
3.2. On tire definability of  decision problems 
It is faMy obvious that ( ,<2 ' "  implies V,E i1~. In [16] it is proved that 
¢', < 2" * MA imply V, E E~. We shall apply the method of the previous section 
together  with a coding mettmd due to Jensen to prove the consistency of V, E ..1~. 
Recall that V,~ ~'~ tO I1~. 
Our  th'sl thcol 'em is ::t general izat ion of tile main theorenl  of Jensen-  
Johnsbrf i tcn 14] (Mlo proved it ill the case c = b = O) and as our proof is based 
entirely on their' proof  we confine ourselves to indicating the modilk",~tions 
needed. 
Theorem 3.2.1. "/'here is (r II~-t'ormula q:(x, y} of set theory such that the following 
ts t)rovable in ZF. Sut~pose b (rod c are reals and V= L[c]. There is a BECCC1 
.~uch tlmt i]" B _<_ FJ' and B' t)wserres (ol, then tile lbtl(m,ing is true in VI~': 
Then' is a wal  a such that  ~(x.  ~) defines a as a 
I I ~-singleton (rod h <~1 a. ( Furthermore V = L [ a ]. 
but we do not need this face) 
Proof .  We use freely lhe notat ion of the corre.apondine proof in [4]. We start with 
a corlslrtlclion of a doubly indexed sequence of trees 7;,,,,. m. n < (o. The trees arc 
defined by induction shnuttaneously on the il¢ighl of lhe trees "rod on (hi. u) using 
the we l l -o rder ingtm,  n}~l i . j )  itt i l l+n<i+i  or (m+n=i+i  and n~<i). 
"L,. t 2 :~ {<<m..}>} U {<<m..>. ,tY[q E O+}. t,~,..,,> = ~'~ 
and  t~ ....... >.,,~ = {<(m. n + 1>>} for q E O ' .  If a =/3  + 3. (. = ,, + 2. ,, l imit,  or  a is lm.,it. 
1~,., t ~ is det ined as T,, [ a' ill [4]. Suppose then (~ = h + 1. h limit. "/ . .~i~ is 
def i led,  as -I;+I (~ in [4]. by forcing over  a certain l+,,[c] containing "1;,,. ] h and 
"/], { ~ for i + ] < m. 7; ...... ,, [ee is defined as +1;, ~1 (* in [4]. by forcing over a certain 
L,,[c] containing "E ...... ~, i h and "/;i { a for (i. j)<~ (m. nL If x E 3., .  i (*. Ixt = A. wc 
let t. = U {t.. ! y <c... x}. 
The important  funcl ion f is defined as follows: If x E T,,,,,,~ 1~. lxi > I. we let f ix )  
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be the least y e T,,,,, such that x ~ t... Using [ one can prove tim! each "I.,,,, has at 
most one to~-branch, provided that tO~ "1~'1= ~o~, 
\Ve proceed now to delining the formula q:lx. yt. I~el k : (O* ) " '~  P(to} be a 
-x'.-bijection such that {n lk  ~{x)(m.(lt:=O} is recursive in x fi~r any x *~o, i::or 
x c to let x,,,,, = ( (m.  n).  k ~(xt(m. n)). ¢lx.  yl is the formula 
"'x c to & y c ~ & Vc~ < w~( h l  3p ~ 1-I T,!,,~ ~ vm.  n < to 
Li<~o 
(tt e (I --> ( 1:~,.,, ~ "F,,,,,I,~ + l & IP.,,, 1 = Oc & X,,,,, ~< r,,.,, I),,.~ & 
Vu < r, ........ p,,.,, ~..(ju[ # 0 ---,/'(I,~ ~< r,,,. P,,. IW'. 
Similarly as in [-.] one can prove lhat ¢ is ZF-equiva lcnt  to a I I~-formukl  and if 
o/~ r'I = ¢o~ then there is at most one x such thai ¢(x.  cL 
Now we shall define lhe Boolean algebra B and the B-va lued real a soeh lhal 
¢la .  c) holds in V t~. We assume V= L id  of com,xe, Ix't ktdtn l  o: 0 it" .I ~.! b and 1 
if m~ b, l .et Bo= 2 and " * - ' '* V"  "'* "" r.~ T.o. Note that In,, is Souslin ill , Suppose l,,m is
Sousiin in V t~ ..... and B,.,, c- CCC. Let V".',,' k ~ = (P. 3 ) where t'  ::~ 
* 
{Pc- T.,al | '~( (m 0). ;'~:l,{m)}} and .l is the inverse of tile orderin~ of 
D = RO0!.~) in V ~k,,,' and B,,,~ = 13,,,,,,® D. Then B,,,~ ,~ CCC. l.el V a,,,, " "'* 
U It. ix ~--b.,,,}. where b ..... is the canonical generic branch in P. II can he proved 
tha! T:,~, ~ is Sousfin in V t~.,,. Suppose then "F~,, is Souslin ill V tk'''' and t3.., ~:: C( 'C,  
Let D be in I. ,~ ...... the Stl'tlCttlro RO(P)  where P is the inverse orderina~ of '1*,,,.. 
We define B ...... ~,= B,, , , ,®D. Then B , , . . . .~CCC.  Let 
V J .......... k IT*., , .  i, = U It, ] x¢  b,.,,}, where t~,.,, is the ~anonical branch in T.,,, 
This procedure defines a directed system lB.,,,) ........... where t3 ..... is embedded in 
B. whenever Im. n ) ~< ~ i. j). l.et B be the limit of this system. Certainly B ¢ CCC ~. 
Let b ..... be the unique toM, ranch of T,,,. in V". Let s,,,,, c Is,,,,, such that Is,,~,,[ = l. 
S :': {s,,,,, ]m. n ~'~,~, and a = k lS t  in ~,l~ Let B ~-B'  such thai B'  preserves t,h. 
Then ¢1 is Ihe tl}?ikltl¢ solution of ~clx'.~':~ in V w, Furlhernlore. ~,t~ k b~<l tl. 
I'~CC a 11 ,,;.c 
m ~ h itt' a , . .  = ((m. 0). 0) 
iff ( (m.0) .  k qxt (n .  0 ! )= ( ( .  . O). 0) 
iff k qa l (m.0)=0.  
Theorem 3.2.2. Suppose V= L[c].  Let  A be eidu'r CC(" m ~ C('(" 1 rout 0 an 
/ \ -absoh~le gcnera l i :ed q~umtitier. ' / 'hew i.~ a l:I ~: A stt¢'h tht~t if B % B 'c  A .  d .  , 
Vmk VotA~= V o and  Vo  is J ~ in flw parameter  ~', 
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Proof. Let I)= Vo(A I. 1.,12I B ~ CCC I bC as ill Xhcol'Clll 3.2.1. By Corollary' 3.1.6 
there is a liV 7, IJ i~ A such that if B'ci i /]" and I:~"e :\, lhc~l l. 'tr k Vo(A):= ~'o. }-Ix' 
Theorem 2.3,{',, if B"~A,  then V~r'~ ,'<~{A)=f;, t tcncc if I~'~:l~"~,X, then 
~,.'"" I~ ~;:tA t =" ~'<~ == I; ~ 0 & ¢~ is tile unique solution of ~(x, (1. 
Corollary 3.2.3, Ntff~l)OSe V = L. There ;s a B ~ CCC such ihttt 
V ~ k Vt~,3~& V~= V'i¢~c(~<2'~'(rcMA. 
Proof. Everything except M,A follows from Theorem 3.2.2. To gct :XI~X one 
furlhcr cxtcnsio~ is cnouoh. 
Corol lan 3.2.4. ,~ut)pose '~" : L. l'h('r(' i,~ (~ t~ ~ C('C~ s~uq; that  
Proof. It sulliccs to notice that every B e ('CC~ prcscr'x'cs (~Cl-t. 
Coro l la~ 3,2.5. ,Ntq~l)OSc V = I.[IV"], Th('rc ix (~ Be( ; ( 'C  s~+ch thttt \/~' ~ ~'t is o 
;u,l-t'(,lslructibh" .1 ~ xct ~ot('; (~ < 2'", Flirt'(, is (I/so (I B ~2 CC(  1 sll('h tht{t V ~ k V~ i.~ 
~ tum-('otlstructibh" .1 ~-xet trod G(?H. 
Proof. Theorem 3,2.2 gives a B6CCC such that in V ~, V~ = V~= ~-def inable 
with l) "~ as pttramctcr. But IV: is preserved iil Boolean extensions :and is itself a 
II~-singlcton. Hence ~he result. The second claim follows similarh, 
These corollaries c;an be proved for LR as well. 
Corollary 3.2,6, If ZF  is consistent, thet~ 
(it It is consistent hat lhe theory of  ullcountoble well-ordered models is .1~ (it is 
i~ccrr x£~ U I1~. 
(ii) It i,s ('o~,sistetlt lhot the theory (~ ~tlodel,s ()t" the ]oriel (A. R . . . .  ) where" 
is .A~ (il is ~u'r('r x-'~k~ll~t. 
Proof. Both theories can be reduced ',o ~,'t. 
Finally we apply l 'heorcnl  3.2.1 to the problem of _x d I.I l-dclinablc countable 
ordir, vds, Earl ier wc have rcmarkcd lh:al cxcry A~-ordinzd is X'(l,lt_delinablc, :.and 
if ~.'= L, this result extends to all .A',i'-dctinable ordinals, m, tl < ~o. 
Theor:em 3.2.'7. Suppose, V=L.  There is ~l t;~(?C(,? sl~ch th(~t i~: \ '~ ec('ry 
X~iLl~-defin~d~le cot~nlable orditu~l is J~. Furthermore, t~ c~1 be x(~ chosc~z thor 
~) < 2'" (or GC| t l  holds i~l V t~, 
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Proof.  Let us assume that our language contain a dist inguished binary symbol ~.  
For any ¢ ~ LI let 
W(¢)={te  <c0t I there is a model  9)~. such that ~)~I= ¢
and or(-<~'~) = ~}, 
Note that ~ -VlLl)-dcfines a" iff WI¢)= {c¢}. Let 
W"(¢)={c~<(ot  l there is a B~CCC such that 
To simplify notation, we shall henceforth omit the cap ". 
Claim 1. If B~CCC and ~LL  then V ~ ~ W"(,C)=(W't¢)) ' .  
We omit the proof  of this claim because it is very similar to the proof  of 
Theorem 2.3.6. 
Now we shall construct a chain (t3,,) ......... of e lements  of CCC. the union of 
which will be the required algebra B. For any ¢ ~ LI let 
fW~(¢)  if W"(¢)#O otherwise. 
o~(~¢ ) = i t t  otherwise 
Let ~<, be a wel l -ordering of ¢o of the order  type ate).  Let 1¢, In<to}  be aa 
effective enumerat ion of LI. Finally. let 
a = {23 '5  ~ li<~,~,k, i.i. k <to}. 
By Theorem 3.2.1 there is a BoECCC~ such that o is ,1] in \/~,,. If BI; is 
defined, and there is a C _~ B~' in CCC such that ]tt~ ~ W0¢,,)[] c= I. then let B[~ '" 
be one such C (using the canonical  wel l -ordering of L). If no such C exist, let 
B'~ ' '~ = B';. For 13>0 we let B~ be the limit ~I tB:,G.~.,,._.,. Let B be the limit of 
the whole chain (BlOt ............ ,,,. 
Claim 2. /q~,' all ¢ ~ LI, V ~ ~ W' (¢)= W(¢). 
Proof.  Let ~t < tot and b = I[a ~ W~(¢)II j~. Trivially b ~ tla E W(~)H B. Let D ~ CCC 
in V ~ such that b=l l l l~ew(~) l l  °= 111 ". We may assume b>0,  Hence t1~ 
W(¢)[ I"®~'>0. Using Corol lary 2.1.12 we may find a C~CCC such that t],~e 
Wlq~)!l (=  1. Let B '= B x C. Then tltx ~ W(¢)]I W= 1, Hence by construct ion,  11(~ 
W(~)H ~:', = 1, whence t!~ e W(¢!ll" = !, Tile claim is proved. 
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Put t ing  C la ims  l and  ,. "~ together  g ives  
'v "t~ 1= W(¢)  = (W~(¢ I )  * fo r  al l  ¢ ~ LI. 
We sha l l  now prove  that  every  2'( L l i -dc t ina l+ lc  countab le  o rd ina l  is rccur, , , ivc il+ 
a in %"~, Actua l ly  wc  prove  tirOl'O, Let  ~r-:: <,h- We pt 'ovc  lhat  II-= ,hi, ,  wl¢)i!"-<~ 
lla' is rccurs ivc  in ,lit". In  fact ,  i f  ¢ = ~,, lhC l l  
it-  = mi ,  wt~ tit" = ti" = ,nin~ w ' i~  t l" ti" = !I- = - (¢  tit" 
= l toult i ,  k I! 2 '3 '5  ~ m a i t  = - I ! "  ~<11~ is recursi,,e i .  " I I "  
I f  we  wah l  (~ < 2'"  in the  l ina l  mode l ,  an  ext ra  extens ion  is needed to  ln ; tkc  St i le 
l,'~ = ~.'~: to  preserve  GCH in the  Boo lean  extens ions ,  wc  jus t  have  to  res t r i c t  
ourse lves  It) OC("  1 ra ther  lhan  Io  CCC.  
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